Trims, Stairnosings and Accessories for
Wood and Laminated Flooring
Parallel Flooring Accessories Limited has now for over a decade been producing the highest quality profiles and accessories available for use with wood and laminate flooring materials. Its extensive range of Prefinished Hardwood, Aluminium, PVC and MDF products have long been the preferred choice of quality wood & laminate flooring manufacturers, distributors and merchants throughout the UK. As the largest supplier of its innovative and original approach to product design and development, and its uncompromising attitude towards customer service.

Environmental Through various bodies, it is the intention/objective of the company to be fully involved with in the timber trade. Where possible, preference will be given to supply from legal, sustainable and certified schemes. Correctly verified. This may be through a number of forest initiatives recognised under the Forestry Stewardship Council, Forest Stewardship Council UK (FSC) or the Forest Stewardship Council Programme. Hardwood, Alumium, MDF and Veneer products should be specified by product name/code, base size (where applicable), finish/colour and length (where applicable), and customers will be more than happy to recommend suitable profiles and solutions for practical applications.

24 Hour UK Delivery Service To keep up to date with new products, visit our website www.flooring-trims.com.

Innovative Product Development Parallels pride in being at the forefront of the UK’s wood and wood laminate flooring market. A proactive approach to product development ensures that our range moves with the market to make sure the customers’ needs are fulfilled. To keep up to date with new products, news and developments visit our website at www.flooring-trims.com.

For any queries or questions please don’t hesitate to contact the office on +44 (0)1673 844424

Specifying Parallel Products In order to guarantee you receive Parallel products, it is essential that products should be specified by product name/code, finish/colour and length (where applicable), and customers will be more than happy to recommend suitable profiles and solutions for practical applications.

24 Hour UK Delivery Service Via a nationwide network of distributors and stockists, Parallel products are conveniently accessible across the whole of the UK. All orders are dispatched on a next day courier service for delivery between 8:00 and 18:00. Whilst profiles and dispatch times may vary within 48 hours. New profiles or special machined items can take between 7 to 10 Working Days for delivery. All orders under £300 are delivered free of charge.

Export Order Service Parallels dedicated export team is available to provide support with specifying, ordering, fitting and maintaining Parallel products. CAD and PDF versions of all of these profiles are also readily available.

For any queries or questions please don’t hesitate to contact the office on +44 (0)1673 844424

Environmental

Parallels are dedicated export team in the UK sales office. Any queries or special machined orders can be taken by the export department.

Technical & Sales Support

Parallels are dedicated export team in the UK sales office. Any queries or special machined orders can be taken by the export department.

Parallels are dedicated export team in the UK sales office. Any queries or special machined orders can be taken by the export department.

Parallels are dedicated export team in the UK sales office. Any queries or special machined orders can be taken by the export department.
Parallel's Frontier Harmonie MDF Profiles are manufactured from structurally sound, water resistant materials. The mouldings are wrapped with an Aluminium Oxide impregnated foil, which increases the strength and wear properties beyond the majority of the laminate floors they complement.

The Harmonie range is available in an extensive array of profile shapes and wood effect finishes for floor heights of between 6mm and 9mm. The Profiles come complete with screws and a revolutionary Steel base which can be snapped to the desired length, eradicating the need for cutting.

Complementary 2400mm MDF Scotia is also available.

Standard Finishes: Frontier Harmonie MDF Profiles are available in 33 wood effect finishes. These include a variety of Oak, Beech, Maple, Cherry, Iroko, Mahogany, Metax, Wenge and Walnut colours.

Special Finishes: In addition to the standard wood effect finishes, we have access to over 600 foil colours. All of which are available to order (dependent upon quantities required).

Packaging and Supply: All profiles are supplied complete with selected top section, pre-drilled base and screws. All finishes are available in either 900mm or 2400mm lengths.

Fixing and Maintenance: Frontier Harmonie base section is fixed using the countersunk wood screws provided and a proprietary gap fill adhesive. The top section is then tapped into the fixed base with a rubber mallet.

Material: Top Section: MDF, Base Section: Steel

MDF Profiles are available in:

- Traffic Light Contract
- Traffic Domestic

Fixings:
- Screw Fix Base
- Tap In Top Section

Lengths: 900mm & 2400mm

Contact details for further details:
Tel: +44 (0) 1673 844424
Website: www.flooring-trims.co.uk
Frontier Natural and Basics

The Frontier Natural profiles give the look of wood with the strength of aluminium, enabling an almost invisible but durable expansion joint to be made between wood laminate and other flooring materials. Aluminium profiles are covered by a wood effect wrap impregnated with resins. This gives the product high impact resistance and good wear characteristics, making it ideal for domestic and light contract applications. Frontier Natural is available in 4 profile shapes in a choice of 7 wood effect finishes.

Frontier Basics
A compromise on cost but not on quality, the Basics range uses the same aluminium sections and base profiles as that of the Natural range, but is finished in rich oxidised Bronze or Silver providing a maximum natural finish for light contract and domestic applications.

Standard Finishes
Top profiles are available in the following wood effect and smooth metal finishes:
- Natural: Oak 501, Oak 502, Beech 401, Beech 403, Cherry 304, Mahogany 201 and Maple 102.
- Basics: Oxidised Silver and Oxidised Bronze.

Colours Matching
Samples of all profiles, inserts, colours and finishes are available free of charge.

Packaging and Supply
All profiles are supplied complete with selected top section and pre-drilled base. All finishes are available in either 990mm or 3000mm lengths. Standard distributor packaging consists of 12 x 990mm or 6 x 3000mm lengths. As standard all items are pre-sealed in 500uM gauge flat, however, numerous packaging, labeling and barcoding options are available on request.

Fixing and Maintenance
Natural and Basics base sections are fixed using 31mm countersunk wood screws and a proprietary gap filling adhesive. The tops are then tapped into the base profile.

Fitting Natural & Basics
Profiles and bases shown actual size

### MATERIAL
- Natural: PVC Coated Aluminium 6063 T6
- Basics: Oxidised Silver or Oxidised Bronze

### FINISHES
- Natural: 7 Wood Effect Finishes
- Basics: Etch Silver or Etch Brass

### TRAFFIC
- Natural, Basics: Light Contract and Domestic

### FIXING
- Screw Fix Base, Tap In Top Section

### LENGTHS
- Natural: 990mm & 3000mm
- Basics: 990mm & 3000mm

Contact:
Sales and technical support Tel: +44 (0) 1673 844424
www.flooring-trims.co.uk
FrontierLite profiles are a range of anodised aluminium profiles with uPVC bases to edge and finish wood and laminate flooring materials. The FrontierLite sections have been designed to be low profile and only protrude above the flooring surface by 2.5mm. This allows for fitting under doors and preventing potential trip hazards when joints are made between flooring materials. All profiles have concealed fixings providing an aesthetically pleasing finish to the floor surface.

The aluminium top sections locate into serrated teeth in the PVC base creating a secure fixing which is height adjustable to suit all types of flooring with a finished height of between 8mm and 22mm.

Specifying Lite
Lite profiles are specified by the name, profile shape, base height, length and finish. Selecting the correct base section is determined by the finished floor height:
- A finished floor height of 8mm – 12mm will require the low base (12mm)
- A finished floor height of 13mm – 15mm will require the medium base (15mm)
- A finished floor height of 18mm – 22mm will require the high base (22mm)

Fixing and Maintenance
FrontierLite base section is fixed using 31mm countersunk wood screws and a proprietary gap adhesive. The top section is then tapped into the fixed base with a rubber mallet.

Standard Finishes
Top profiles are available in the following architecturally proven finishes: Mill Finish, Soft Brass, Dark Bronze and Dark Silver. Other surface finishes can be supplied on request.

Colour Matching
Samples of all profiles, inserts, colours and finishes are available free of charge. Please contact our sales office for further details Tel +44 (0)1673 844424

Packaging and Supply
All profiles are supplied complete with selected top section and pre-drilled base. All finishes are available in either Standard or Standard heights. Standard distributor packaging consists of two sections per box and a standard height. As standard all items are pre-sealed in 500µm layflat, however, numerous packaging, labeling and barcoding options are available on request.

sales and technical support Tel + 44 (0)1673 844424  www.flooring-trims.co.uk
Frontier provides an attractive quality finish for wood flooring with a finished thickness of between 13mm and 22mm. Using the Frontier concealed fixing method, six different profiles and two standard bases combine to accommodate almost every combination of flooring material. Finishes from wood to other floor types such as ceramics, carpet and vinyl can be achieved using the ramp, transition or end cap sections. The top profile locates into the serrated base section enabling it to be adjusted to the height of the finished floor. The fixed trim remains independent of the wood flooring allowing for any expansion and contraction in the finished floor.

**Standard Finishes**
Top profiles are available in the following excellent architectural finishes: Mill Finish, Satin Brass, Etched Dark Bronze, Etched Silver and Etched Brass. Other surface finishes can be supplied on request.

**Colour Matching**
Samples of all profiles, inserts, colours and finishes are available free of charge.

**Finishing and Maintenance**
Frontier base sections are fixed using the 31mm pan head wood screws provided and a proprietary gap filling adhesive. The tops are then tapped into the base profile.

**Packaging and Supply**
All profiles are supplied complete with selected top section, pre-drilled base and screws. All finishes are available in either 990mm or 3000mm lengths. Standard distributor packaging consists of 12 x 990mm and/or 6 x 3000mm lengths. As standard all items are pre-sealed in 500uM gauge layflat, however, numerous packaging, branding and barcoding options are available on request. Please contact our sales office for details.

**Material**
- **Top Section**: Anodised Architectural Finishes
- **Base Section**: Rigid UPVC
- **Finishes**: Mill Aluminium or 4 Anodised Finishes
- **Traffic**: Medium to Heavy Contract
- **Fixing**: Screw Fix Base, Tap In Top Section
- **Lengths**: 990mm & 3000mm

**Parallels**
- **Frontier Contract 17 Base**: FR 17 RAMP, FR 22 RAMP, FT 17 END, FT 22 END
- **Frontier Contract 22 Base**: FR 17 RAMP, FR 22 RAMP, FT 17 END, FT 22 END

For further details please contact our sales office:
- Tel: +44 (0)1673 844424
- Email: sales@flooring-accessories.co.uk
- Website: www.flooring-accessories.co.uk
Frontier Cover Plate Profiles are an addition to the ever-increasing range of accessories designed for use in the sports flooring market. Also suited to contract use, the Cover Plate sections are specifically designed to cover large gaps created through doorways or room partitions. Available in 3 sizes, Cover Plate can be offset drilled to be screw fixed one side and still allow movement under the other. The profile is also slightly cranked to enable a flush fit even on uneven surfaces and differing finished floor heights.

Standard finishes:
Frontier Cover Plate is available in a range of Aluminium finishes which include Mill Finish, Etch Brass, Etch Bronze and Etch Silver. Currently only Mill Finish is stocked. Other finishes to order.

Colour Matching:
Samples of all profiles, inserts, colours and finishes are available free of charge. Please contact our sales office for further details Tel +44 (0) 1673 844424.

Specifying Cover Plate:
Frontier Cover Plate is specified by name, profile size, length and finish.

Packaging and Supply:
Frontier Cover Plate is available in various lengths and quantities. Lengths include 1000mm, 2000mm & 3000mm. Short lengths (1000mm & 2000mm) are sold in packs of 12, long lengths (3000mm) are sold in packs of 6.

Fixing and Maintenance:
Frontier Cover Plate requires screw fixing to a solid base on at least one edge. We can supply offset drilled to any specification. It is also possible to fix in combination with a high grab PU adhesive.

Packaging and Supply:
Frontier Cover Plate is available in various lengths and quantities. Lengths include 1000mm, 2000mm & 3000mm. Short lengths (1000mm & 2000mm) are sold in packs of 12, long lengths (3000mm) are sold in packs of 6.

Fixing and Maintenance:
Frontier Cover Plate requires screw fixing to a solid base on at least one edge. We can supply offset drilled to any specification. It is also possible to fix in combination with a high grab PU adhesive.

Material:
Aluminium 6063 T6

Finishes:
Mill or Anodised to Order

Traffic:
Medium to Heavy Contract

Fixing:
High Grab Adhesive & CSK Screwed

Lengths:
1000mm, 2000mm, 3000mm

Profiles and drilling options:
- CP105
- CP70
- CP40

Drilling options:
- Centre
- Offset
- Slaggered

Packaging and Supply:
Frontier Cover Plate is available in various lengths and quantities. Lengths include 1000mm, 2000mm & 3000mm. Short lengths (1000mm & 2000mm) are sold in packs of 12, long lengths (3000mm) are sold in packs of 6.

Fixing and Maintenance:
Frontier Cover Plate requires screw fixing to a solid base on at least one edge. We can supply offset drilled to any specification. It is also possible to fix in combination with a high grab PU adhesive.

Material:
Aluminium 6063 T6

Finishes:
Mill or Anodised to Order

Traffic:
Medium to Heavy Contract

Fixing:
High Grab Adhesive & CSK Screwed

Lengths:
1000mm, 2000mm, 3000mm

Profiles and drilling options:
- CP105
- CP70
- CP40

Drilling options:
- Centre
- Offset
- Slaggered
Frontier Duo nosing profiles have been manufactured for use with wood, wood laminate or ceramic materials on stairs. Duo is designed to provide a neat, attractive and anti-slip finish to the edge of steps. The Aluminium anodised sections can also be used to accentuate the edge of stairs in commercial or residential buildings. Duo has space for the stair material to be inserted into the nose of the profile. The thickness of the material being used will determine which profile is required.

Standard finishes
Duo stair profiles are available in the following anodised finishes: Mill Finish, Siin Brass, Chine Brass, 80% Dark Bronze and 90% Silver.

Specifying Duo
Frontier Duo profiles should be specified by name, profile section and finish.

Packaging and Supply
All profiles are supplied complete pre-drilled. All finishes are available in either 1000mm, 1400mm, 2000mm and 3000mm lengths. As standard all items are individually wrapped to protect from scratching.

Fixing and Maintenance
Fixing diagrams and instructions are given in the rear of our brochure. (Page 32-33)
Alternatively please call the sales office.
Frontier Woodline

Frontier Woodline is a range of pre-finished hardwood trims developed for use with solid wood, wood veneers and parquet flooring with a finished floor thickness between 10mm and 22mm. All Woodline profiles consist of a hardwood top section and a UPVC base section. The top section locates securely into the serrations on the base allowing the profile to be tapped down to the height of the finished floor. The hardwood top profiles are available in a variety of natural wood finishes, stains and lacquers. A range of hardwood stair nosings, quadrant, Scotia, pipe covers and skirting are also available to complement the Woodline range.

### Standard Finishes
Woodline profiles are available in a huge range of hardwood finishes which include: Ash, Beech, Cherry, Iroko, Light Oak, Mahogany (American), Maple, Red Oak, Sapelli, Steamed Beech, Unfinished Oak, Unfinished Sapelli and Wenge.

### Special Finishes
An addition to the standard hardwoods we have a range of stained finishes: African Afromosia, Antique Oak, Ash, Beech, Caribbean Cherry, Cognac, English Oak, European Oak, Old Oak, Smoked Oak, Residence White, Charcoal Oak, Tea Green Oak and Teak Smoked Oak.

Other hardwood species are available to special order with price on application, these include: Birch, Jatoba, Merbau and Wenge.

### Colour Matching
Samples of all profiles, inserts, colours and finishes are available free of charge. Please note, samples may be too small to show the full colour variations of a natural product so are only representative of the finish.

Please contact our sales office for further details Tel: +44 (0) 1673 844424

### Specifying Woodline
Woodline profiles are specified by the name, profile shape, base height, length and finish. Selecting the correct base section is determined by the finished floor height:

- A finished floor height of 10mm – 13mm will require the low base (13mm)
- A finished floor height of 15mm – 18 mm will require the medium base (18mm)
- A finished floor height of 18 mm – 22mm will require the high base (22mm).

### Packaging and Supply
All profiles are supplied complete with a pre-drilled section and pre-drilled base. All finishes are available in either 990mm or 3000mm lengths. Standard distributor packaging consists of 12 x 990mm lengths. As standard all items are pre-sealed in 500uM gauge layflat, however, numerous packaging, sealing and barcoding options are available on request.

### Fixing and Maintenance
Frontier Woodline base section is fixed using 31mm countersunk wood screws and a proprietary gap fill adhesive. The top section is then tapped into the fixed base with a rubber mallet.

### Profiles

- **WR 13 Ramp**
- **WR 18 Ramp**
- **WR 22 Ramp**
- **WSR 13 Semi Ramp**
- **WSR 16 Semi Ramp**
- **WSR 22 Semi Ramp**
- **WR 13 Perimeter**
- **WR 18 Perimeter**
- **WR 22 Perimeter**
- **WP 13 Perimeter**
- **WP 18 Perimeter**
- **WP 22 Perimeter**
- **WT 13 Twin**
- **WT 18 Twin**
- **WT 22 Twin**
- **WE 13 End**
- **WE 18 End**
- **WE 22 End**
- **WSR 13 Semi Perimeter**
- **WSR 18 Semi Perimeter**
- **WSR 22 Semi Perimeter**

### Technical Details

- **Material:** Top section: Hardwood base section: Rigid UPVC
- **Gauge:** 100 microns
- **Traffic:** Medium Contract and Domestic
- **Fixing:** Screw Fix Base, Tap In Top Section
- **Lengths:** 990mm and 3000mm
- **Profile thickness:** 13mm, 18mm, 22mm

**Contact Information**

Tel: +44 (0) 1673 844424 | www.flooring-trims.co.uk
Frontier Single Part Woodline is a range of pre-finished hardwood trims developed for use with solid wood, wood veneers and parquet flooring. Available in three different thicknesses, 15mm, 18mm or 22mm, Single Part Woodline profiles can be used with a variety of manufacturers’ boards. The section is fixed by positioning and then gluing using a high grab adhesive. The hardwood profiles are available in a variety of natural wood finishes, stains and lacquers. A range of height adjustable Woodline profiles, hardwood stair nosings, quadrant, scotia, pipe covers and skirting are also available to complement the Single Part Woodline range.

**Profiles**

**Specifying Single Part Woodline**

Woodline profiles are specified by the name, profile shape, length and finish. Selecting the correct section is determined by the floor height:

- A floor height of approx. 15mm will require the 15mm Sections
- A floor height of approx. 18mm will require the 18mm Sections
- A floor height of approx. 22mm will require the 22mm Sections

**Specifications**

- **Material**: Hardwood
- **Finishes**: 30 hardwoods and stains
- **Traffic**: Medium Contract and Domestic
- **Fixing**: High Grab Adhesive to Floor
- **Lengths**: 990mm and 2900mm

**Packaging and Supply**

All profiles are supplied complete with selected top sections. Finishes are available in either 990mm or 2900mm lengths. Standard distributor packaging consists of 12 x 990mm and/or 6 x 2900mm lengths. As standard all items are pre-sealed in 500μm gauge layflat, however numerous packaging, labeling and barcoding options are available on request.

**Fixing and Maintenance**

Frontier Single Part Woodline profiles are fixed by using a high grab adhesive. Once positioned and glued, the profile can be secured by tapping down with a rubber mallet.
Frontier Carpetline is a new range designed specifically with the carpet market in mind. Manufactured from the same finest grade raw materials as the Woodline range, Carpetline combines a stunning visual finish with the structural strength required for wood profiles to be used with carpet. Reinforced rebated edges allow carpet products to sit neatly underneath the lip of the trim hiding any unsightly edges or frays, whilst ensuring there is no danger of cracks, splits or breaks.

Standard finishes
Frontier Carpetline is available in Cognac, Light Oak and Mahogany. Other finishes are available to order.

Colour Matching
Samples of all profiles, inserts, colours and finishes are available free of charge. Please note, samples may be too small to show the full colour variations of a natural product so are only representative of the finish.

Please contact our sales office for further details Tel +44 (0) 1673 844424

Specifying Carpetline
Frontier Carpetline is specified by name, profile shape, length and finish.

Packaging and Supply
All profiles are supplied complete. All finishes are available in cut lengths of 960mm and 2900mm. Standard aluminium packaging consists of a 1.6 x 2.0m panel and/or a 0.8 x 2.0m panel. An extensive range of exchangeable face profiles are available in cut lengths from 2900mm up to 9600mm. Numerical packaging, labelling and barcoding options are available on request. Please contact our sales office for details.

Fixing and Maintenance
Frontier Carpetline is fixed using a combination of PU adhesive and screw fixing. Carpetline has a serrated underneathto increase grab on the substrate floor. In high traffic areas, screwing and plugging is advised.

MATERIAL | Hardwood
FINISHES | Cognac, Light Oak & Mahogany
GAUGE | 8mm < 22mm
TRAFFIC | Medium Contract and Domestic
FIXING | High Grab Adhesive and/or SK Screwed
LENGTHS | 2900mm and 960mm
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Frontier Woodline Stairnosing profiles provide a safe, attractive and practical edge for solid wood, wood veneer and parquet flooring. With standard thicknesses of 10mm, 14mm and 19mm, each section can be packed to accommodate all finished floor heights and types. The three back options on the profiles offer a Butted finish, an Overlapped finish or a Tongue and Groove finish (bespoke to the board being used). For installations that require anti-slip or high contrast finishes, Parallel offers a range of sections with UPVC inserts in four standard colours (other colours available to special order). All sections are machined from solid hardwood to provide a durable edge which finishes and enhances all areas.

Standard finishes
Woodline Stairnosing are available in an extensive range of hardwood finishes which include: Ash, Beech, Cherry, Iroko, Light Oak, Mahogany, Maple, Red Oak, Square, Swimline Beach, Unfinished Oak, Unfinished Sapele and Walnut.

Special Finishes
As an addition to the standard hardwoods we have a range of stained finishes: Aramige, African Oak, Antique Oak, Auburn, Bleached, Caramel, Cherry Oak, English Oak, Jamaica Dyeback, Old Oak, Smoked Oak, Resinised White, Chipstone Oak, Teca Corte, Oak and Teka Smoked Oak.

Other hardwood species are available to special order with application, these include: Birch, Jatoba, Merbau, and Yew.

Insert Finishes
Butted profiles are available in four standard colours: Past (Brown), Black, Grey and White.

Colour Matching
Samples of all profiles, inserts, colours and finishes are available free of charge. Please note, samples may be too small to show full colour variation of the natural product and are only representative of the finish.

Specifying Woodline Stairnosing
Woodline Stairnosing profiles are specified by the name, profile shape, length and finish.

Packaging and Supply
All profiles are supplied complete (with inserts where applicable). Noising standard lengths are 1000mm, 1400mm and 2000mm. Short lengths (1000mm and 1400mm) are supplied in fullboxes of 12 pieces. Long lengths (2000mm and 3000mm) are supplied in fullboxes of 6 pieces.

Fixing and Maintenance
Woodline Stairnosing are fixed using a combination of: high grab adhesive and countersunk wood screws. It is suggested that the screws comply with building regulations with regards to their length. Plugging the top section provides the neatest way of finishing when not using an insert.

- Profiles and bases shown actual size
- Material Nosing
  - Hardwood
- Insert
  - Anti-Slip PVC
- Finishes Nosing
  - 30 Hardwoods and Stains
  - INSERT 4 Complimentary Colours
- Traffic
  - Medium Contract and Domestic
- Fixing
  - Screeded, Guard and Plugged
- Lengths
  - 1000mm - 1400mm
  - 2000mm add 2000mm

- parallel
- Flooring Accessories Limited
- www.flooring-trims.co.uk
- Sales and technical support Tel: +44 (0)1673 844424
hardwood quadrant, scotia, skirting architrave

To complement the Woodline profiles and nosing sections, Parallel offers an extensive range of Hardwood Quadrant, Scotia, Skirting and Architrave. Produced from the same hardwood timbers as the Woodline range, these finishing products are of the quality only assured with Parallel.

Standard Finishes

Quadrant & Scotia, Skirting and Architrave are available in an extensive range of hardwood finishes which include: Ash, Beech, Cherry, Iroko, Light Oak, Mahogany (Stained Sapele), Oak, Padauk, Sapele, Sapele Smooth, Unfinished Oak, Unfinished Sapele and Walnut.

Special Finishes

As an addition to the standard hardwoods we have a range of stained timbers: American Oak, Antique Oak, Ash, Black Oak, Iroko, Cherry Oak, European Oak, Iroko (Stained Sapele), Old Oak, Sapele Oak, Residence White, European Oak, Texa Golden Oak and Texa Sapele Oak.

Other hardwood species are available to special order and prices on application, these include: Birch, Jatoba, Merbau and Wenge.

Colour Matching

Samples of all profiles, bases, colours and finishes are available free of charge. Please note, samples may be too small to show the full colour variations of a natural product so are only representative of the finish.

Please contact our sales office for further details Tel: +44 (0) 1673 844424

Specifying Woodline Extras

Woodline Extras are specified by the name, profile shape, length and finish.

Packaging and Supply

Hardwood Quadrant and Scotia is distributed loose in tubes of 20 pieces. Each length is 3000mm. Hardwood Skirting is wrapped individually and sold by the length. Standard lengths vary from 2700mm to 3000mm.

Hardwood Architrave is wrapped individually and sold in doorsets. One doorset consists of 2 x 2134mm lengths and 1 x 1000mm length.

Fixing and Maintenance

Hardwood Quadrant & Scotia can either be pinned with small wood pins or glued with a high grab adhesive.

Hardwood Skirting and Architrave is fixed by gluing, nailing and then plugging the countersunk holes created. Remember to take into account mitres when measuring and cutting.

Profiles and bases shown actual size

sales and technical support Tel: +44 (0) 1673 844424

www.flooring-trims.co.uk
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MATERIAL

Hardwood

FINISHES

30 Hardwoods and Stains

TRAFFIC

Medium Contract and Domestic

FIXING

High Grab Adhesive & Screw

LENGTHS

HW & SC & QD

2700mm - 3000mm

SK

2200mm or 1000mm

AK

2200mm or 1000mm

Profiles and bases shown actual size
frontier combistar

Combistar is designed for use with an extensive range of surfaces including Laminate, Cork, Ceramics and Engineered Wood floors. The Combistar section provides an answer for the trimmimg and finishing of equal and unequal floor levels with a single profile.

A unique tilt and turn base system allows the profile to not only adjust to floor heights of 7mm through to 21mm, but also tilt along the profile length producing either a flat ‘T’ section or a ramp down to a maximum difference of 25mm.

Standard finishes
Combistar is available in numerous solid wood veneers, including Beech, Sycamore (Natural), Bamboo (Coffee), Cherry, Light Oak, Unfinished Oak, Maple, Mahogany and Walnut. In addition to these standard finishes, we have over 40 other veneers encompassing most wood species and cork finishes to order.

Please contact our sales office for further details Tel: +44 (0) 1673 844424

Packaging and Supply
Each individual profile is retail packed with Veneer top section, base, clips and screws. Combistar is sold in complete boxes of 10 pieces in either 1000mm or 2400mm lengths.

frontier clipstar

The Clipstar system provides a fast and neat way of fixing skirting over a newly laid laminate or engineered wood floor. Manufactured using high quality spruce core with a real wood veneer finish. The patent applied push and press system ensures that the skirting tracks along even the most irregular of walls, reducing unsightly spaces whilst covering the expansion gap between floor and wall. The unique clips also allow for cables and speaker wires to be secured behind the skirting out of sight.

The sprung clips also enable removal and re-fitting, making Clipstar ideal for repair or redecoration.

Fixing and Maintenance
The Clipstar section is a simple fix and involves a three step process.
1. Screw fit the clips to the wall with the bottom plate resting on the flooring.
2. Run any wires or cables behind the forward section of the clip (optional).
3. Slide the skirting onto the clips from above. Push firmly downwards for a secure fit.

Standard finishes
Clipstar is currently available in Light Oak and Unfinished Light Oak. However, as with the Combistar profiles, up to 60 different custom finishes are available to special order.

Specifying Clipstar
Clipstar is available in a wide range of profiles, sizes, length and finish. The clips are ordered separately in boxes of 50 through our total ordering.

Packaging and Supply
Clipstar is available in 2500mm lengths and is distributed in packs of 10 pieces. One pack of skirtings requires one box of clips (25M of skirting). Clipstar is also available in 1000mm and 2400mm lengths.

Material finishes
Clipstar is available in Light Oak and Unfinished Light Oak. Howevr, as with the Combistar profiles, it is possible to special order up to 60 different finishes.

Specifying Clipstar
Clipstar is available in a wide range of profiles, sizes, length and finish. The clips are ordered separately in boxes of 50 through our total ordering.

Packaging and Supply
Clipstar is available in 2500mm lengths and is distributed in packs of 10 pieces. One pack of skirtings requires one box of clips (25M of skirting). Clipstar is also available in 1000mm and 2400mm lengths.

Material finishes
Clipstar is available in Light Oak and Unfinished Light Oak. However, as with the Combistar profiles, up to 60 different custom finishes are available to special order.

Specifying Clipstar
Clipstar is available in a wide range of profiles, sizes, length and finish. The clips are ordered separately in boxes of 50 through our total ordering.

Packaging and Supply
Clipstar is available in 2500mm lengths and is distributed in packs of 10 pieces. One pack of skirtings requires one box of clips (25M of skirting). Clipstar is also available in 1000mm and 2400mm lengths.
Frontier Sports Floor Profiles are an ever-increasing range of accessories designed for use in the sports flooring market. Designed and manufactured to allow natural movement in the floor, coverage of an expansion gap of either up to 38mm (Sports Scotia) or 60mm (Sports Skirting) around the perimeter of a sports arena can be catered for. In addition to the skirting pieces, a 28mm drop ramp section is available to provide a smooth transition from the sports floor to any other surface. Thus, removing any potential trip hazards and/or unsightly edges.

Standard Finishes Frontier Sports Floor is available in a range of hardwood finishes which include: Ash, Beech, Light Oak, Maple and Smoked Oak.

Special Finishes In addition to the standard hardwoods, we have a range of natural hardwood species: Antiqua Oak, Auberon, Bleached, Carolina, Cherry Oak, Cognac, English Oak, Old Oak and Smoked Oak.

Other hardwood species are available to order, with prices on application: Birch, Cherry, Iroko, Jatoba, Mahogany (Stained Sapele), Red Oak, Sapele, Steamed Beech, Unfinished Oak, Unfinished Sapele and Walnut.

Standard finishes Frontier Sports Floor is available in a range of hardwood finishes which include: Ash, Beech, Light Oak, Maple and Smoked Oak.

Special Finishes In addition to the standard hardwoods, we have a range of natural hardwood species: Antiqua Oak, Auberon, Bleached, Carolina, Cherry Oak, Cognac, English Oak, Old Oak and Smoked Oak.

Other hardwood species are available to order, with prices on application: Birch, Cherry, Iroko, Jatoba, Mahogany (Stained Sapele), Red Oak, Sapele, Steamed Beech, Unfinished Oak, Unfinished Sapele and Walnut.

Colour Matching Samples of all profiles, inserts, colours and finishes are available free of charge. Please note, samples may be too small to show the full colour variations of a natural product so are only representative of the finish.

Specifications Frontier Sports are specified by the name, profile shape, length and finish. Packaging and supply All SportsFloor profiles are pre-packed for protection. Full boxes consist of 20 pieces.

Fixing and Maintenance Frontier Sports Floor profiles are fixed by a combination of pinning and application of a high grab adhesive to the back.
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profile selection

The wide and varied ranges of wood, wood veneers, laminates underlays and their associated thicknesses available on the market today can make the selection of the appropriate Parallel product ranges a daunting task. Therefore we have distilled down a number of points which will help you our customers in selecting the appropriate Parallel product for your particular application.

Where do I need to use trims?

As a general rule when fitting a “wood type” floor an expansion gap should be left all the way around the room or area. The flooring flooring should remain at least 10mm away from any walls, floor coverings, posts, supports or other surfaces. Where flooring is being continued from one room to another then a physical gap should be left to allow for movement of the floor between the two areas.

In some cases where large areas are laid the flooring manufacturer may recommend a split in the flooring to accommodate expansion as well as around the edges and door. Your flooring manufacturer will be able to advise of the required expansion gap for the floor species, type and area. In order to decide which is the correct profile from our range you will need to be able to answer a few questions.

What is the finished floor thickness including the underlay?
The finished floor thickness is the total thickness when adding both the floor thickness and the underlay. The thickness can vary according to manufacturer and Parallel product range. The thickness of finished wood and laminate floor thicknesses can be found on page 32.

In some cases where large areas are laid the flooring manufacturer may recommend a split in the flooring to accommodate expansion as well as around the edges and door. (Your flooring manufacturer will be able to advise of the required expansion gap for a particular wood species, type and area). In order to decide which is the correct profile from our range you will need to be able to answer a few questions.

How much expansion is required on the floor?
The Parallel range of products provides extensive visual and underlay flooring “breathes” or expands and contracts according to the relative humidity of the area or adjoining areas in which it is fitted. Please check your flooring manufacturer’s literature for information on allowable expansion and contraction allowances. This will assist you in calculating the number and type of trims required. The Parallel product range are designed so that each of the ranges is detailed on the relevant product page and in the material specifications.

What is the area of use?

At the top left of each of our product range pages and in the material specifications we have detailed the recommended use (i.e.: Domestic/Light Contract, Contract and Heavy Contract). Please check that the product you are selecting is suitable for use in the area in which it is to be fitted.

sales and technical support Tel: +44 (0)1673 844424

www.flooring-trims.co.uk
Site preparation

**Frontier Parquet Floors**

The surface onto which the tiles is to be laid should be level and free from major irregularities. The surface should also be free from dust or other contamination.

**Frontier Stair Edgings**

Any step damage should be repaired to create a smooth surface. This may be achieved by filing down the affected section of the step profile along with the tread material to be fitted to the step edge profile.

Before the step edge profile is fitted, it should be noted that the tread material should be smooth and level and free from major irregularities. The surface should also be level and free from dust or other contamination.

Frontier Quadrants and Scotia’s

When quadrants and Scotia’s are to be fitted onto existing skirting boards or other existing baseboard or other panels, previous repair should be removed prior to fitting the selected base section. When fitting Scotia’s and skirting, Scotia and quadrants should not be fixed onto the existing or new substrate or to the flooring material.

**Frontier Woodline Nosing**

The subfloor onto which the trim is to be fixed should be clean from dust or other contamination. In order to achieve a good joint between the trim and the subfloor, the subfloor should be clean and level, and free from dust or other contamination.

**Sports Floor Skirting**

Ensure that the site is prepared, swept and clear of dirt or debris so that the skirting foot can be fitted in contact with the flooring surface. Counterbore the skirting to the specified centres (if required).

**Sports Floor Scotia**

Cut the Scotia’s to the desired length, complete with all rests to avoid splitting and enhance the visuals of the join. Apply a high-grab adhesive to the back edge (to fit against the wall).

**Sports Floor Bridge**

If using to bridge a gap between wood and another surface, plug over expansion gap and Screelfix through onto the solid surface which does not require any expansion. This will allow the floor to move in one direction only, whilst being fixed in place on the other. Screelfix can be used up to 500mm of movement in one direction, according to preference.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Profile</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Harmonie</td>
<td>Hardwood</td>
<td>BF1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Natural</td>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>BF2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Basics</td>
<td>Aluminium Wrapped</td>
<td>BF3</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Lite</td>
<td>MDF</td>
<td>BF4</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Contract</td>
<td>Veneered</td>
<td>BF5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Cover Plate</td>
<td>Heavy Contract</td>
<td>BF6</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Duo</td>
<td></td>
<td>BF7</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Woodline</td>
<td></td>
<td>BF8</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
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<td>Frontier Woodline Single Part</td>
<td></td>
<td>BF9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
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<td>Frontier Woodline Shoring</td>
<td></td>
<td>BF10</td>
<td>21</td>
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<td>Frontier Woodline Skirting &amp; Architrave</td>
<td></td>
<td>BF11</td>
<td>21</td>
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<td>Frontier Woodline Scotia &amp; Quadrant</td>
<td></td>
<td>BF12</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
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<td>Frontier Combinoor</td>
<td></td>
<td>BF13</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
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<td>Frontier Clipart</td>
<td></td>
<td>BF14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontier Sports</td>
<td></td>
<td>BF15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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